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Abstract
We study the well-known two-dimensional strip packing problem. Given a set of rectan-
gular axis-parallel items and a strip of width W with infinite height, the objective is to find
a packing of all items into the strip, which minimizes the packing height. Lately, it has been
shown that the lower bound of 3/2 of the absolute approximation ratio can be beaten when we
allow a pseudo-polynomial running-time of type (nW )f(1/ε). If W is polynomially bounded
by the number of items, this is a polynomial running-time. The currently best pseudo-
polynomial approximation algorithm by Nadiradze and Wiese achieves an approximation
ratio of 1.4 + ε. We present a pseudo-polynomial algorithm with improved approximation
ratio 4/3+ ε. Furthermore, the presented algorithm has a significantly smaller running-time
as the 1.4 + ε approximation algorithm.
keywords. Strip Packing; Pseudo Polynomial; Structural Lemma; Approximation Algorithm.
1 Introduction
An instance of the strip packing problem consists of a strip of width W ∈ N and infinite height
and a set of items I, where each item i ∈ I has width wi ∈ N and height hi ∈ N, such that all
items fit into the strip (i.e wi ≤W f.a. i ∈ I).
A packing of the items is a mapping ρ : I → N × N, i 7→ (xi, yi), where xi ≤ W − wi. We
say an inner point of a placed item i is a point (x, y) ∈ N × N, with yi ≤ y < yi + hi and
xi ≤ x < xi + wi. We say two items i and j overlap if there exists a point (x, y) ∈ N × N, such
that (x, y) is an inner point of i and an inner point of j. A packing is feasible if no two items
overlap. The objective is to find a feasible packing, which minimizes its height maxi∈I yi + hi.
For a set of items S we denote its area by A(S) :=
∑
i∈S hiwi. We denote the packing area by
W ×maxi∈I yi + hi.
Strip packing is one of the classical two-dimensional packing problems, which received a high
research interest [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 5]. It arises naturally in many
practical applications as manufacturing and logistics as well as in computer science. There are
many manufacturing settings where rectangular pieces have to be cut out of some sheet of raw
material. If the packing height is minimized, the unused area which can be seen as the waste of
the raw material is minimized as well. In computer science strip packing can be used to model
scheduling parallel jobs on consecutive addresses. Here the width W of the strip equals the
number of given processors.
∗Research was supported in part by German Research Foundation (DFG) project JA 612 /14-2. An extended
abstract of this paper was published at WALCOM 2017 [11]
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IfW occurs polynomially in the running time, it is called pseudo-polynomial. IfW ≤ poly(n)
the running time can be considered polynomial. The algorithm with the so far best absolute
approximation ratio using pseudo-polynomial running time is the algorithm by Nadiradze and
Wiese [14]. Their algorithm has an absolute approximation ratio of 1.4 + ε.
Results and methodology. Let OPT be the height of an optimal packing. We present an
algorithm with absolute approximation ratio 4/3 + ε, which has a pseudo-polynomial running
time. The main difficulty arises when placing items which have a small width and a large height.
If the considered algorithm can not place all these items into an optimal packing’s area, it would
have to place it above this area, adding its height to the height of the packing. Since these items
can have a height up to OPT this can double the height of the packing.
In [14] Nadiradze and Wiese presented a new technique to handle tall items, which have
small width and height larger than 0.4OPT. They managed to place all these items into an
optimal packing’s area. In this packing some of the items with height up to 0.4OPT are shifted
upwards and are placed above this area. These shifted items are responsible for adding 0.4OPT
to the absolute approximation ratio.
We present a stronger structural result than in [14], leading to an algorithm, that can place
all items with height at least 13OPT in an optimal packing’s area. By this optimization just items
with height up to 13OPT have to be placed above this area, which results in an approximation
algorithm with absolute approximation ratio 4/3+ ε. This is possible since we could reduce the
area of the items with height smaller than 13OPT that have to be shifted on top of the optimal
packing area. The key to this better approximation lies in Lemma 5.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the structural results. Left the structural result, which leads to 7/5+ ε
and right the new structural result, which leads to 4/3 + ε.
The second improvement to the algorithm in [14] lies in the running time of the algorithm.
The main idea in [14] is to divide the packing area into a constant number of rectangular areas.
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The number of these areas depends on ε and can be quite large (i.e. Ω(61/δ)). Since the width of
each of these areas has to be guessed and the number of these boxes influences the choice of δ this
induces a very large running time, i.e. O(W 1/δ), where in the worst case δ ∈ Ω(1/ exp
1/ε
6 (1/ε)),
where exp
1/ε
6 (1/ε) := 6
...6
1/ε
and the 6 occurs 1/ε times (tower of exponents). We manage to
reduce the number of these areas dramatically (i.e. O(1/ε3δ2) which implies δ ∈ Ω(εO(2
1/ε))).
How we find this better partition is described in the proof of Lemma 6. So the result of our
research is summarized in the following Theorem:
Theorem 1: For each ε > 0 there is an algorithm that finds a solution for each instance of
the strip packing problem with height at most (4/3 + ε)OPT. The algorithm needs at most
(nW )1/ε
O(21/ε)
operations.
An algorithm with the same approximation ratio was developed independently and at the
same time by Ga´lvez, Grandoni, Ingala and Khan [5]. They extended their approach to strip
packing with rotations, but did not improve the running time.
Related work. The first algorithm for the strip packing problem was described by Baker and
Coffman [3] in 1980. If the rectangles are ordered by descending width, this algorithm has an
asymptotic approximation ratio of 3. The first algorithms with proven absolute approximation
ratios of 3 and 2.7 were given by Coffman, Garey, Jonson and Tarjan [4]. After that Sleator
[16] presented an algorithm which generates a schedule of height 2OPT (I) + hmax(I)/2, where
hmax is the largest height of the items. So this algorithm has an asymptotic approximation ratio
2. Schiermeyer [15] and Steinberg [17] improved this algorithm independently to an algorithm
with absolute approximation ratio 2. Harren and van Stee were the first to beat the barrier
of 2. They presented an algorithm with an absolute approximation ratio of 1.9396. The so
far best absolute approximation is given by the algorithm by Harren, Jansen, Pra¨del and van
Stee [7], which has an absolute approximation ratio of (5/3 + ǫ)OPT (I). A reduction from the
partition problem gives a lower bound on the absolute approximation ratio of 3/2 ·OPT for any
polynomial approximation algorithm.
In the asymptotic case, the barrier of 3/2 can be beaten. Golan [6] presented the first
algorithm with asymptotic approximation ratio smaller than 3/2. It has an asymptotic approx-
imation ratio of 4/3. Next Baker [2] gave an algorithm with asymptotic ratio 5/4. After that
Kenyon and Re´mila [13] presented an AFPTAS which has an approximation ratio of (1+ ǫ)OPT
and an additive constant O(hmax/ǫ
2). Later the additive constant was improved by Jansen and
Solis-Oba [9] at the expense of the processing time of the algorithm. They presented an APTAS,
which generates a schedule of height (1 + ǫ)OPT + hmax.
If we allow pseudo-polynomial processing time, there are better approximations possible.
This is thanks to the fact that the underlying partition problem is solvable in pseudo-polynomial
time. Jansen and Tho¨le [10] presented an algorithm with approximation ratio 3/2+ ǫ. Recently
Nadiradze and Wiese [14] have presented an algorithm which beats the bound 3/2. It has an
approximation ratio of 1.4+ ǫ. On the negative side Adamaszek et al. [1] have shown that there
is no pseudo-polynomial algorithm with approximation ratio smaller than 1211OPT. This could
be improved to a lower bound of 54OPT in [8].
Organization of this paper. In the following sections we will prove a structural result,
which leads to the algorithm with approximation ratio (4/3+ε)OPT. Given an optimal packing
with hight OPT, we describe how it can be transformed into an other packing with a certain
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structure. Since each optimal packing can be transformed, the algorithm simply needs to guess
the structure and fill the items via dynamic programming into it. In section 2 we describe
adjustments to simplify the given set of items. We use these simplifications to find the structure
as well as to speed up the packing algorithm. In section 3 we describe the key to find the
improved approximation. In section 4 we describe how the running time can be improved, by
reducing number of different possible structures of the transformed packing. In section 5 we
describe the algorithm which finds a packing with height at most (4/3 + ε)OPT.
2 Simplifying the input instance
Let ε > 0, such that 1/ε ∈ N. Further, let an instance of the strip packing problem be given and
consider an optimal solution to it, which has a packing height of OPT. Notice that we can find
the height of the optimal packing by a binary search framework in O(log(OPT)) steps, which is
polynomial in the input size. The described algorithm would also work if we would approximate
the optimal packing height within the range of (1 + O(ε)), which would result in O(log(1/ε))
steps of the framework. However, for the simplification of the notation we use the exact height.
The first step in the transformation as well as in the algorithm is to partition the set of items
I. Let δ = δ(ε) > µ = µ(ε) be two suitable constants depending on ε. We define the set of large
items L := {i ∈ I|hi ≥ δOPT, wi ≥ δW}, tall items T := {i ∈ I \L|hi ≥ (1/3+ε)OPT}, vertical
items V := {i ∈ I \T |hi ≥ δOPT, wi ≤ µW}, medium sized vertical items MV := {i ∈ I \T |hi ≥
δOPT, µW < wi < δW}, horizontal items H := {i ∈ I|hi ≤ µOPT, wi ≥ δW}, small items {i ∈
I|hi ≤ µOPT, wi ≤ µW} and medium sized horizontal itemsMH := I \(L∪T ∪V ∪MV ∪H∪S).
As usual, the medium sized items will be placed outside the optimal packing area. To
guarantee that these items do not use to much space outside the packing area, we have to ensure
that the total area of these items is small. We achieve this by finding appropriate values for δ
and µ. In the following Lemma, we show that such values do exist. It is a standard argument
which follows by the pigeon-hole principle and is often used in packing algorithms, e.g. in [9].
Lemma 1: Consider the sequence σ0 = xε
y, σi+1 = σ
z
i ε
y. There is a value j ∈ {0, . . . , f(1/ε)−
1} such that when defining δ = σj and µ = σj+1 the total area of the items in MV ∪MH is at
most f(ε) ·OPT ·W .
Proof. This follows by the pigeon-hole principle: The sequence delivers a partition of the set of
items into 1/f(ε) disjunctive sets. If the area of each of this sets is larger than f(ε) ·OPT ·W ,
then their total area is larger than OPT ·W , which is a contradiction, since all items fit into the
area W ×OPT.
For the structural result it is sufficient to define x := 1, y := 6, z := 2 and f(ε) := ε/6. Note
that σi = ε
6(2i+1−1). Since σ is strictly monotonic decreasing we have δ ≥ σ6/ε−1. So we have
the following lower bound: δ ≥ εk, for k = 6 · 26/ε. Since the area of the medium sized items is
small, they can be placed above the packing without using too much extra space.
The next step in our transformation is to round the heights of the items in L ∪ T ∪ V and
shift them such that they start and end at certain heights. Our rounding strategy is similar to
the strategy in [14] but we manage to reduce the number of different heights. The next Lemma
describes our rounding procedure more formally.
Lemma 2: Let δ = εk for some value k ∈ N. At a loss of at most a factor 1 + 2ε in the
approximation ratio we can ensure that each item i ∈ L ∪ T ∪ V with εl−1OPT > hi ≥ ε
lOPT
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for some l ∈ N≤k has height h
′
i = kiε
l+1OPT for some ki ∈ {1/ε, . . . , 1/ε
2}. Furthermore the
items’ y-coordinates can be placed at multiples of εl+1OPT.
Proof. Since the rounding strategy is similar to [14] the proof is with exception of the choice of
γ quite analogue.
Let a packing in the strip of height OPT be given. We stretch it by a factor of 1 + 2ε.
This means each point (x, y) in the original strip corresponds to the point (x, (1 + 2ε)y) in the
stretched packing. Let i ∈ L ∪ T ∪ V be an item with εl−1 · OPT ≥ hi ≥ ε
l · OPT and let
yT and yB be the y-coordinates of its top and bottom edges, respectively, in the original strip.
Furthermore, we define the stretched y-coordinates as y¯T := (1 + 2ε)yT and y¯B := (1 + 2ε)yB .
As a consequence we have y¯T − y¯B = (1 + 2ε)(yt − yb) = (1 + 2ε)hi. Now we change the
y-coordinates of i in the new strip to y′B := y¯B + εhi and y
′
T := y¯T − εhi. We get that
y′T − y
′
B = y¯T − y¯b − 2εhi = (1 + 2ε)hi − 2εhi = hi. We have hi ≥ ε
lOPT, which implies
y¯T − y
′
T = y
′
B − y¯B = εhi ≥ ε
l+1 · OPT. This ensures, that for the interval [y′T , y¯T ] there is an
integer kT such that kT · ε
l+1 ·OPT ∈ [y′T , y¯T ], analogously there exists an integer kB such that
kB · ε
l+1 · OPT ∈ [y¯B, y
′
B ]. We change the y-coordinates of item i to y
′′
T = kT · ε
l+1 · OPT and
y′′B = kB · ε
l+1 · OPT. It can happen, that y′′T − y
′′
B > h
′
i := ⌈hi/(ε
l+1OPT)⌉ · εl+1 · OPT. In
this case we increase y′′B by (y
′′
T − y
′′
B) − h
′
i, such that h
′
i = y
′′
T − y
′′
B. Item i does not intersect
an other item, since it is placed inside of the stretched version of itself. Thus when we change
the height hi of each item i ∈ L ∪ T ∪ V to h
′
i = ⌈hi/(ε
l+1OPT)⌉ · εl+1 · OPT, where l ∈ N is
chosen such that εl−1OPT ≥ hi ≥ ε
lOPT. Note that ⌈hi/(ε
l+1OPT)⌉ ∈ {1/ε, . . . , 1/ε2} since
εl−1OPT ≥ hi ≥ ε
lOPT. Since the h′ does not exceed the stretched item height, we increased
the optimal solution value by at most a factor 1 + 2ε.
How many different heights do we get by this rounding strategy? Each item i with height
hi ∈ [ε
l−1, εl] we round to the next larger multiple of εl+1 · OPT. Since 1/ε2 · εl+1 = εl−1 and
1/ε · εl+1 = εl we have at most 1/ε2 − 1/ε ≤ 1/ε2 different multiples of εl+1 in the interval
[εl−1, εl]. Since δ ≥ εk we have at most k of this intervals. So in total we have at most k/ε2
different sizes.
3 Improving the approximation ratio
We apply the rounding according to Lemma 2, obtaining a packing where each item in L∪T ∪V
starts and ends at multiples of δε. The rounded packing has a height of (1+2ε)OPT. Similar to
[14], we will show that we can partition its packing area into a constant number of rectangular
areas, such that each of these areas contains items just from one of the following sets: L, H ∪S,
or T ∪ V ∪ S. We allow items from H ∪ S or T ∪ V ∪ S to be positioned into more than one
area. We will see that there are simple algorithms to place the items from L or H into their
rectangular areas, while it is still difficult to place the items from T ∪ V , without increasing the
height of the packing too much. Note that there are at most 1/δ2 large items since they cover
an area of at least δ2WOPT.
Lemma 3: We can partition the area W × (1+2ε)OPT into at most 4(1+2ε)/(εδ2) rectangular
areas called boxes. The set of these boxes can be partitioned into sets BL,BH and BT∪V such
that
• boxes in BL are identified by items i ∈ L, i.e. they have box height hi and box width wi,
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• BH consists of at most (1 + 2ε)/(εδ
2)− |L|/δ many boxes of height εδOPT, each of them
containing at least some item in H but only items in H ∪ S,
• BT∪V consists of at most 3(1 + 2ε)/(εδ
2) many boxes, each of them containing items in
T ∪ V ∪ S,
• no item in H is intersected vertically by any box border,
• no item in T ∪ V is intersected horizontally by any box border.
Proof. Let us consider our stretched optimal packing in the strip with height (1 + 2ε)OPT. In
the first step, we give each item in L its personal box, which has exactly the dimensions of that
item. Since the item does not overlap any other item the box does not either.
In the next step, we define boxes for the horizontal items: We iterate over the strips of height
εδ from bottom to top. We know that each item in L ∪ T ∪ V starts and ends at a multiple of
εδ, so none of this items does start within one of these strips.
We partition the strips in the following way: we start at the left of the strip and iterate to
the right until we meet the first item in the set H or in the set L ∪ T ∪ V . We remember which
item we met first, and draw a vertical line when we meet the first item out of the other set. We
remember from which set the item came we had just met. We iterate further to the right until
we again met an item from the other set or the border of the strip. If we have not yet met the
border of the strip, we draw a vertical line and continue as before. When we met the border of
the strip, we look at our vertical lines. If we look at the set of items between two vertical lines
we see that they either contain items from L∪T ∪V or items from H, but there is no set which
contains items from H and L∪T ∪V as well. The area between two vertical lines, which contains
items from H defines a box for items in H. Since each item in H has a width of at least δW we
get at most 1/δ − 1 of these boxes for horizontal items per horizontal strip of height εδ. Since
we have (1+ 2ε)/(εδ) of these strips we get at most (1+ 2ε)/(εδ) · (1/δ − 1) ≤ (1+ 2ε)/(εδ2)− 2
of these boxes. We call the set of this boxes BH .
Now we describe how to get the boxes for the items in T ∪ V : For each of the boxes BH
and the items in L we draw vertical lines on the left and on the right side, until they meet the
first item out of L or the first box in BH . The area, which is bounded within two of this lines,
defines a box for vertical and tall items. We call this set of boxes BT∪V . All together we have at
most (1 + 2ε)/(εδ2)− 2 large items and boxes in BH . Each of this boxes or items produces two
lines. Additionally, we have the strip border which gives two additional lines. Each line touches
at most 3 boxes in BV ∪T . Each of this boxes needs two lines as a border. So in total we have at
most 3(1 + 2ε)/(εδ2) boxes in BV ∪T .
Let us considerer boxes B ∈ BT∪V with h(B) at least (2/3+2ε)OPT. The key in [14] was to
rearrange the items in this boxes, such that the tall items can be placed into a constant number
of subboxes, which contain just items with the same rounded height. By this rearrangement
many vertical items have to be shifted above the optimal packing area. The key for a better
approximation is to show the possibility that some of these items can be placed back into this
rearranged packing. We will prove this possibility in Lemma 5.
For simplification, we remove all small items from the boxes BH and BT∪V . Let BˆT∪V ⊆ BT∪V
be the set of boxes with height at least (2/3+2ε)OPT and BˇT∪V := BT∪V \BˆT∪V . Let us assume
that we are allowed to slice all vertical items horizontally as often as we desire. If we consider a
packing of items, where some of the vertical items could be sliced vertically, we call it fractional
packing. We call all tall items, which are not crossed by any box border movable items and all
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other tall items unmovable items. The first step in the rearrangement is to shift tall items up
or down respectively such that all movable tall items either touch the top or the bottom of the
box.The existence of this rearrangement was already shown (see Lemma 1.4 in [14]).
Lemma 4 ([14]): If we are allowed to slice the items in V vertically, we can ensure the following:
In each box B ∈ BT∪V there is a packing where all movable tall items are either touching the top
or the bottom of the box.
Let us from now on assume that all movable tall items are touching the top or the bottom
of the boxes in BT∪V . In Section 4, we will reorder the tall items, such that we generate few
subboxes for tall items. It can happen that not all vertical items can be placed into the box after
this reordering. All vertical items that can not be placed have to be shifted above the packing
area. Since we have just the area W × (1/3 + ε)OPT to pack the shifted items, we have to be
careful, not to shift too many items. For this purpose, we introduce pseudo items, which only
contain vertical items and touch the bottom or the top of a box in BT∪V , as described in [14].
For B ∈ BˆT∪V let (xl, yb) be the left bottom corner and (xr, yt) the top right corner re-
spectively. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk−1} be the x-coordinates of the tall items in the packing,
ordered in increasing order and define x0 = xl and xk = xr. Consider a pair xj−1, xj . If
[xj−1, xj) × [yb, yt) does not overlap any tall item, we introduce one pseudo item with size
[xj−1, xj)× [yb, yt). Consider the case that [xj−1, xj)× [yb, yt) overlaps with exactly one tall item
i of height hi. If i is touching the bottom we introduce one pseudo item which covers the area
[xj−1, xj) × [yb + hi, yt) and if i touches the top boundary we introduce a pseudo item which
covers the area [xj−1, xj)× [yb, yt−hi). The last case is that [xj−1, xj)× [yb, yt) overlaps exactly
two tall items. In this case we introduce no pseudo item. Let P be the set of all the introduced
pseudo items. All vertical items that are crossed by a pseudo item border are sliced along that
border. Note that vertical items cross only vertical pseudo item borders. Let BV be the set of
all (slices of) vertical items, which are contained in B but not covered by any pseudo item.
If we reorder the tall and pseudo items in a box B ∈ BˆT∪V , it can happen, that it is not
possible to place all the items in BV in B. Unlike in [14] we have to ensure that at least a constant
amount of these items can be placed in B. For each x-coordinate xi ∈ [xl, . . . , xr − 1] ∩ N let
b ∈ T ∪ P be the item, which touches the bottom of B and t ∈ T ∪ P be the item touching
the top, each intersecting the x-axis at xi + 1/2. We define a container Ci which touches t and
b and spans from xi to xi + 1. Let CB be the set of all container for a given placement of tall
and pseudo items in B (see figure 2). A reordering of the tall and pseudo T ∪ P items in B is
a rearrangement, which just changes the x-coordinates of the bottom-left corners, but not the
y-coordinates. It is feasible if there are no two items in T ∪ P that overlap in this reordering.
Next we will show that in any reordering of the items, there is a constant amount of contain-
ers, which can be placed into the box without overlapping with any other container or (pseudo)
item.
Lemma 5: Let β := min{|hi − hj | : i, j ∈ T ∪ P, hi 6= hj} be the minimal difference between
the heights of two items in T ∪ P . Let B ∈ BˆT∪V with width w. Let t ∈ T ∪ P be the shortest
item touching the top and b ∈ T ∪ P be the shortest item touching the bottom, with ht > 0 and
hb > 0. Define h := (h(B)− ht − hb). For each feasible reordering of the tall and pseudo items
and each α ≤ β/(β + h), we can find a subset S ⊆ CB of the containers for BV , with |S| ≥ αw
that can be placed in the reordered packing.
Proof. Let CB be the set of containers for vertical items in the first ordering and C
′
B be the
7
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Figure 2: Two orderings of the items in T ∪ P .
set in a given feasible reordering. We sort both sets of containers in ascending order and index
them from 1 to w. We will show that the ⌈αw⌉ smallest containers in CB fit into the ⌈αw⌉
largest containers in C ′B . Let l be the container with index ⌈αw⌉ in the set CB and let r be the
container with index w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1 in the set C ′B . If hl ≤ hr the ⌈αw⌉ shortest container in CB
can be placed into the ⌈αw⌉ longest container C′B, see Figure 2.
Assume for contradiction that hl > hr. We know about the area of the sets of containers
that A(CB) = A(C
′
B), since we have not changed the set of tall and pseudo items. Since each
container with index ≥ l has height at least hl, we know that A(CB) ≥ hl(w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1).
Furthermore we know that A(C ′B) ≤ hr(w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1) + h(⌈αw⌉ − 1), since each container i
with i ≤ r has height at most hr and each container i with i > r has height at most h. So in
total we have
hl(w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1) ≤ A(CB) = A(C
′
B) ≤ hr(w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1) + h(⌈αw⌉ − 1).
Since hl > hr and the difference between two items out of T ∪P is at least β we have hl ≥ hr+β.
This leads to
(hr + β)(w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1) ≤ hl(w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1) ≤ hr(w − ⌈αw⌉ + 1) + h(⌈αw⌉ − 1).
It follows that wβ ≤ (β+ h)(⌈αw⌉ − 1). Since ⌈αw⌉ − 1 < αw this leads to β < (β+ h)α, which
is a contradiction for each α ≤ β/(h + β).
All the containers that can not be placed into the rearranged packings will be placed in an
extra box V0 of height (1/3 + ε)OPT and width (1−α)W . This alone with the knowledge from
[14] is enough to generate an algorithm with approximation ratio 4/3 + ǫ. But we also want to
speed up the algorithm by generating less boxes. Hence, we want the parameters α and δ as
large as possible.
4 Improving the running time
The key to improve the running time, is to reduce the number of subboxes of a box in BˆT∪V .
We do this by a other reordering of the tall items as in [14]. In this section we will first present
the new reordering strategy and then present some useful lemmas to improve the parameter δ
additionally.
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Let SP be the number of item sizes in P and ST the number of item sizes in T respectively.
Additionally, let ST∪P ≤ ST + SP be the number of item sizes in T ∪ P . Furthermore, let us
assume that there is at most one tall item on each side of the box, which overlaps the box border.
In the following lemma we will present an algorithm wich reorders the tall and pseudo items,
such that we generate few sub boxes.
Lemma 6: Let B ∈ BˆT∪V . We can find a rearrangement of tall and pseudo items in B, such
that we need at most O((SP + ST )ST∪P ) subboxes containing either tall or vertical items, such
that each subbox BT for tall items contains just items with height h(BT ), and all vertical items
in B can be packed fractionally into the subboxes for vertical items.
Proof. We consider two cases. In the first no tall item overlaps the left or right border of B. For
this case it is shown in [14] that we can simply sort the items from T ∪P touching the top of B
in descending order of heights and the items touching the bottom in ascending order. We sort
tall and pseudo items of the same height such that pseudo items are positioned left to the tall
items. By this reordering no two items overlap and we have at most 2SP boxes for tall items
and at most 2ST boxes for pseudo items, summing up to 2(SP + ST ) sub boxes total.
In the second case, on each side can be one tall item, which overlaps the box border. In
this case, we reorder the items differently from [14]. We reduce the number of boxes from an
exponential to a quadratic function in the number of different heights in T ∪ P .
Let hb be the height of a tallest item touching the bottom of the box and bl be the leftmost
and br the rightmost item of height hb. Similarly choose ht, tl, tr with respect to the top. Further,
let il be the item in {tl, bl} which is further left and ir the item which is further right in {tr, br}.
If il and ir are touching the same border we change ir to the other item in {tr, br} such that il
and ir touch different borders. Let w.l.o.g il = bl and ir = tr.
bl
tr
t′
b′
bl
tr
t′
b′
Figure 3: A packing before and after the reordering of the items.
We draw a vertical line at the left border of bl. The item we cut with this line we define as
a new unmovable item b′. We do the same on the right side of tr and name the cut item t
′ (see
figure 3). Now we sort the movable items between the drawn vertical lines. The movable items
touching the top are sorted in ascending order with respect to their height, while the movable
items touching the bottom are sorted in descending order.
We will show now, that in this reordering no two items overlap. There is no tall item touching
the bottom that overlaps b′ since each item touching the bottom has height at most hb. Since b
′
was placed above bl this means b
′ fits above each item in the box B. Similarly one can see that
no item overlaps t′.
Assume now there is an item ib touching the bottom that overlaps an item it touching the
top. Let p = (xp, yp) be a point, which is overlapped by the item ib and it. Let (xl, yb) denote
the left bottom corner of bl and (xr, yt) the right top corner of tl. By our reordering there must
be a set of items Ib touching the bottom with total width greater than xp − xl, which is placed
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between xl and xr and has height at least yp − yb. Furthermore there must be a set of items It
with total width greater than xr − xp touching the bottom and having height at least yt − yp.
Since the area the items can be placed in has a width of xr − xl and the sets Ib and It have a
total width of w(It ∪ Ib) > xp − xl + xr − xp = xr − xl by the pidgin hole principle there must
be an item in Ib that overlaps an item in It in the original packing.
We now look at the items touching the top and having the same height as b′. We remove
this set of items, shift the items smaller than h(b′) to the right and place the items with height
h(b′) next to b′. After this shifting no two tall items overlap. This is because we have shifted
the smaller items above items, which are shorter than the items they were placed above before.
By this shifting, we avoid that we need an extra box for the item b′. We do the same on the
bottom with the items with height h(t′).
So far we have achieved the following: We have at most 2ST boxes for tall items between il
and ir and at most 2SP for pseudo items. The total number of different heights touching the
bottom and touching the top, on the left of il is at least one smaller than in the whole box.
Same holds for the number on the right side of ir.
ir
b′
il
t′
ir
b′
il
t′
Figure 4: A recursive rearrangement of the tall and pseudo items.
We now describe how to continue to reorder the packing: We repeat the following step until
a break condition occur. In each step, we will reduce the total number of different heights of
the items touching the top and bottom by at least one. We look on the left side of il. W.l.o.g.
let il touching the bottom of the box. Let b
′ be the item, which was intersected by the vertical
line at the left border of il. Let ht be the height of the largest item touching the top left of il.
We rename the item il as ir and redefine il as the left most item touching the top, which has
height ht. Again we draw a vertical line on the left side of il. Let t
′ be the item intersected by
this line. Again we consider t′ and b′ as unmovable items. We sort the movable items touching
the bottom between t′ and i¯L in ascending order and the movable items touching the top in
descending order. With the same arguments as above, one can see that by this reordering no
item from the bottom overlaps an item from the top.
By choosing il as the leftmost tallest item touching the top we have reduced the total number
of different heights touching the top and bottom in the remaining area, which has to be reordered,
by at least one. We repeat the described step until one of the following conditions occur:
1. The tallest item touching the top and the tallest item touching the bottom have a summed
height of at most h.
2. The item ir is the unmovable item, which overlaps the left border.
If condition 1. occur in any reordering of the items it can not happen that a tall or pseudo
item touching the bottom overlaps any tall or pseudo item touching the top, since their height
is not large enough. So at this point we simply sort the items touching the top in ascending
order and the items touching the bottom just as well.
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If condition 2. occur we repeat the normal reordering step once again. When we draw the
vertical line, it will be placed exactly on the box border, and we are finished.
We repeat this steps analog on the right side of the initial ir. Let us consider how many
different subbox for tall and pseudo items we create by this step: As seen before in each of the
partitioning steps we create at most 2ST subboxes for tall items and at most 2SP subboxes for
pseudo items.
In each of the partition steps, we reduce the total number of different heights touching the
bottom and the top by one. If the tallest item touching the top and the tallest item touching the
bottom are both smaller than h(B)/2, then condition 1 is fulfilled. Since in each partitioning
step we reduced the problem by one of the tallest item sizes we need at most ST∪P steps until
the tallest item touching the bottom and the tallest item touching the top both have a height
of at most h(B)/2.
Since we reorder iteratively to the left and to the right, we create at most 4ST∪PST boxes
for tall items and at most 4ST∪PSP boxes for pseudo items in total.
To this point it holds that ST , SP and ST∪P ∈ O(1/ε
2). In the following lemma we reduce
the values of ST , SP and ST∪P and assure that we can use the algorithm form lemma 6, by
providing the needed properties. As a consequence of Lemma 7 we get ST , SP , ST∪P ∈ O(1/ε).
Leading to a partition into at most O(1/ε2) subboxes of each box in BˆT∪V .
Lemma 7: If we increase the height of the packing area W × (1 + 2ε)OPT by 3εOPT, we can
assume that each item in T ∪P has a height, which is a multiple of εOPT. Furthermore, at each
side of a box, there is at most one tall item overlapping its border, that touches either its bottom
or top and has a height, that is a multiple of εOPT. By this step we intruduce O(1) subboxes
for each box in BˆT∪V .
We will prove this lemma in three parts: First, we will show, that we can ensure that each tall
item has a height, which is a multiple of εOPT when we add 2εOPT to the packing height. After
that, we show that we can guarantee that each box in BˆT∪V has a height, which is a multiple of
εOPT when we enlarge the packing height by εOPT. This ensures that the generated pseudo
items have a height which is a multiple of εOPT as well. In the last step, we will look at the
unmovable items.
Lemma 8: At a loss of an approximation ratio of at most 2εOPT we can ensure, that each
tall item has a size, which is a multiple of εOPT. Each box for vertical items of height at least
(2/3 + 2ε)OPT will be enlarged by at least 2εOPT.
Proof. Since a tall item has a height hi > (1/3 + ε)OPT each tall item is either intersects the
horizontal line at (1/3 + 23ε)OPT or the horizontal line at (2/3 +
4
3ε)OPT. We shift all items
that start after (2/3+ 43ε)OPT exactly εOPT upwards. By this shifting, all horizontal and large
boxes above (2/3 + 32ε)OPT and the items in it stay unchanged, except that they have moved
upwards. The vertical boxes starting before (2/3+ 32ε)OPT and ending after or at (2/3+
3
2ε)OPT
are enlarged by εOPT. Notice that there is no tall item starting after (2/3+ 43ε)OPT since each
tall item has a height which is at least (1/3 + ε)OPT and the packing has a height of at most
(1 + 2ε)OPT. Now above each tall item ending between (2/3 + 43ε)OPT and (1 + 2ε)OPT is a
gap of height εOPT. We use this gap to extend each tall item until it has a height, which is a
multiple of εOPT. More precisely we round the items height to ⌈hi/εOPT⌉εOPT.
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Since each tall item has height of at least (1/3+ε)OPT we know that each tall item, which has
not jet a height, which is a multiple of εOPT, ends between (1/3 + ε)OPT and (2/3 + 43ε)OPT.
Since the tall item ends before (2/3 + 43ε)OPT the latest possible start time is (1/3 +
2
3ε)OPT.
So we shift all items starting after (1/3 + ε)OPT exactly εOPT upwards. As in the step before
we do not create any new box, but we enlarge all boxes for vertical and tall items starting before
(1/3 + ε)OPT end ending after or at (1/3 + ε)OPT. This step creates a gap of height εOPT
above each tall item, starting before (1/3 + ε)OPT. So we can stretch all tall items such that
they have a height which is a multiple of εOPT.
Notice that boxes of height at least (2/3 + 2ε)OPT start before 1/3 · OPT end end after
(2/3 + 2ε)OPT so they are enlarged by both shifting operations.
Now ST ≤ 1/ε and each box containing two tall items above each other have a height of at
least (2/3 + 4ε)OPT. We still need that all pseudo items, which will be generated in this boxes
have a height, which is a multiple of εOPT. If the box has a height which is a multiple of εOPT
and all tall items have a height which is a multiple of εOPT as well, the property that each tall
item has a height, which is a multiple of εOPT follows by the construction of the tall items.
Lemma 9: At loss of at most εOPT in the approximation ratio, we can ensure that each box in
BˆT∪V has a height, which is a multiple of εOPT.
Proof. We shift each box, with left bottom coordinate (x, y) and y ≥ (2/3 + 4ε)OPT exactly
εOPT upwards. We can do this shifting operation since we are allowed to slice the vertical items.
By this shifting, no tall item is sliced, since all of them are starting before (2/3 + 2ε)OPT. So
all boxes containing these items do so also. So none of this boxes is shifted.
Since each box with height at least (2/3 + 4ε)OPT has a start point below (2/3 + 4ε)OPT
and has an upper y-coordinate, which is at least (2/3 + 4ε)OPT we have a free space of at least
εOPT above this box. So we can enlarge this box by at most εOPT, such that its height is a
multiple of εOPT.
The packing we consider has now a height of at most (1+5ε)OPT. The last thing that could
destroy the property that all tall and pseudo items we are going to rearrange, have a height,
which is a multiple of εOPT are the unmovable items. Luckily we can extend the unmovable
items in such a way that they do not destroy this property:
Lemma 10: Let B be a box of height h ≥ (2/3 + 4ε)OPT. We can assume that at each side
of the box there is at most one tall item overlapping this box. This tall item touches either the
bottom or the top of the box and has a height, which is a multiple of εOPT. We introduce at
most 8 container for vertical items, to guarantee this property.
Proof. Let us consider one side of the box where two tall items overlap the box border. First,
we can assume that these items are touching the top and the bottom of the box. If they do not
touch the bottom or the top, we can enlarge the items such that they do, by introducing one
unmovable container containing the vertical items, which are positioned between the box border
and the overlapping item. The overlapping item is then redefined as the item consisting of the
overlapping item and the container for vertical items. Furthermore, we can assume that there
is just one tall item overlapping the box border: Let i and j be the two items overlapping the
border (both are touching either the top or the bottom of the box). Let us look at the left side of
the box. One of the items right border is positioned at a higher x position than the other item.
Let w.l.o.g. j be this item. We redefine the left border of the box B such that it is positioned
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at the x coordinate where the right border of the item i is positioned. We introduce a container
for the vertical items positioned between the two overlapping items. By this operation, we have
created at most 3 container for vertical items on each side of the box.
The height of the vertical item overlapping the border could be a value which is not a multiple
of εOPT since we had glued the container for vertical items to it. Let us w.l.o.g. assume that
the overlapping item touches the bottom of the box. We have two cases: there either is a tall
item above the overlapping item or there is a pseudo item above the overlapping item. If there
is a pseudo item, we glue the overlapping item to the pseudo item. By this step, we generate
an item with height h. So this item has clearly a height which is a multiple of εOPT since the
box has a height, which is a multiple of εOPT. Furthermore, we can now assume that no tall
item overlaps this border of the box since we can shift the box border such that the item is no
longer contained in this box. The box border would now intersect no other tall item.
If there is a tall item t touching the top, it has a height, which is a multiple of εOPT. Between
the overlapping item and the tall item touching the top, there can be just vertical items. We
generate a container for the vertical items in the area between the overlapping item and t. If
we combine the overlapping item with the container, we get a new unmovable item with height
h− ht, which is a multiple of εOPT.
All these steps together ensure the properties from Lemma 7. Note that for each box in BˆT∪V
we introduce 8 subboxes containing vertical items, to guarantee the properties above. Since now
each item height in T ∪P is a multiple of εOPT we have β ≥ εOPT. Let us take a look at items
that are very tall with respect to the size of a box B ∈ BˆT∪V . Consider an item i with height
larger than h(B)−(1/3+ε)OPT. Since each tall item has height larger than (1/3+ε)OPT, there
can be no tall item placed above or below this item. By construction, there is one pseudo item
directly above or below i. We combine i and the pseudo item to one new pseudo item which has
height h(B) and width wi. Now it holds that the distance between items touching the bottom
and items touching the top is at most (1/3 + 3ε)OPT. So we can choose α = 2ε < ε/(1/3 + 4ε)
for ε < 1/24. There are now at most (1/3+3ε)/ε+2 = (1/3+5ε)/ε possible item sizes in P ∪T
with respect to a box B ∈ BˆT∪V . Therefore we get ST , SP , ST∪P ≤ (1/3 + 5ε)/ε.
In the next step, we look at the boxes in BˇT∪V and their partitioning.
Lemma 11: We can find a rearrangement of the items in each box B ∈ BˇT∪V such that we can
partition the area in B into at most O(1/ε) subboxes for tall items and at most O(1/ε) subboxes
for vertical items, such that all vertical items can be packed fractionally in these subboxes, and
each subbox for tall items contains just items with the same height.
We show this in two steps. To rearrange the items in a box B ∈ BˇT∪V , we first shift the tall
items down, such that they touch the bottom of the box. After that we sort the items touching
the bottom, such that items with the same height are positioned next to each other. By this
rearrangement, no vertical item has to be placed outside of the box, but we maybe have to slice
some of the vertical items. That we can rearrange the items in this way is stated in the following
two Lemmas.
Lemma 12: If we are allowed to slice the items in V vertically, we can ensure that each tall
item in a box B ∈ BˇT∪V is touching the bottom of the box.
Proof. It is not possible that a vertical line through the box B intersects two tall items, since
each tall item has a height of at least (1/3 + 2ε)OPT. We now look at one tall item t, which
is not crossed by the border of the box. We draw vertical lines at the left and the right border
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of the item and slice all items which are crossed by this line in this box. As noticed before this
are only vertical items. Now we have below t a small box, which borders are the vertical lines,
the bottom of B, and the bottom of the item t. There is no vertical item in this box, which is
crossed horizontally by the box borders. We remove this box and all the items it contains, shift
t down such that it touches the bottom of B and place the small box with all the vertical items
on top of t. We repeat this step with all tall items, which are not crossed by the box border. So
now all movable items touch the bottom of the box.
Lemma 13: Let B ∈ BˇT∪V . Then there is a rearrangement of the items in B such that there
are at most O(1/ε) different container for tall items, and at most O(1/ε) different container for
vertical items.
Proof. We define vertical slices, by drawing vertical lines at each side of the tall items. We define
the slides containing no unmovable item as movable slides. We sort the slides in decreasing order
of the height of the tall rectangle they contain. By this reordering, we get at most 1/ε container
for movable tall items, since they have a height, which is a multiple of εOPT. There are at most
two tall items overlapping the left or the right border of B. So for these items, we need at most
two extra boxes.
Above each container for tall items, we introduce one container for vertical items. For the
tall items overlapping the left and right border, we have to introduce at most 4 container.
Additionally, it can happen that we have to introduce one container having the height h(B),
where no tall item is positioned. So in total, we have at most O(1/ε) container for vertical
items.
Since the boxes in BˇT∪V can be partitioned into less boxes than the boxes BˆT∪V , the following
Lemma follows from Lemma 5, Lemma 7 and Lemma 6.
Lemma 14: We can partition boxes BT∪V such that we introduce at most O(1/ε
3δ2) boxes for
tall items BT , each containing just items with the same height, and at most O(1/ε
3δ) boxes BV
for vertical items, such that all vertical items can be packed fractionally into the the boxes BV
and an additional box V0 with height (1/3 + ε)OPT and width (1− 2ε)W .
Proof. We have to show two things: the number of boxes is as small as required and that the
vertical items can be placed into the boxes BV ∪ V0.
Since we have at most 3(1 + 4ε)/(εδ2) different boxes in BT∪V and each box is partitioned
into at most 4((1/3 + 5ε)/ε)2 + 8 container for tall and pseudo items respectively, we generate
at most (3(1+4ε)(4(1/3+5ε)2 +8ε2))/(ε3δ2) = 4(1+34ε+363ε2+972ε3)/3ε3δ2 = O(1/(ε3δ2))
container for pseudo and tall items respectively in total. More precisely for ε < 1/26 we have
4(1 + 34ε + 363ε2 + 972ε3)/3ε3δ2 ≤ 4/ε3δ2.
We now define the set of subboxes for vertical items BV . For each subbox for pseudo items,
we introduce one subbox for vertical items, which has height and width of the box for the pseudo
items. Furthermore, we introduce subboxes for vertical items, which are positioned in the area
between two subboxes for items out of T ∪P , which are positioned in a vertical line in the same
box. We do this by drawing a vertical line at each subbox left border. These lines partition
the region between the pseudo and tall items. Since we draw one line per subbox, each subbox
generate at most one part of the partition of the area. So we have partitioned the area into
at most 4/(ε3δ2) parts. Each of this parts is a rectangular area and defines a new subbox for
vertical items. So in total, we have now at most 8/(ε3δ2) subbox for vertical items. We denote
this set of subbox for vertical items as |BV |.
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We know that the vertical items that are overlapped by the pseudo items can be fractionally
placed into the boxes BV . By Lemma 5 we know that we can place at least 2εW of the container
for the vertical items in BV can be placed into the boxes. Therefore all items that can not be
placed into the boxes BT∪V can be placed into the box V0 since these subboxes have height at
most (1/3 + ε)OPT and a total width, which is smaller than (1− 2ε)W .
We can sum up the structural result in the following Lemma:
Lemma 15 (Structural Lemma): By slicing vertical items each optimal packing can be rear-
ranged, such that the packing area W × (4/3 + 6ε)OPT can be partitioned into boxes with the
following properties:
• All small and medium sized items are removed.
• Each item in i ∈ L is contained in a box from BL, which has height hi and width wi.
• There are at most (1 + 2ε)/(εδ2)− |L|/δ boxes in BH , which contain all horizontal items.
• There are at most 4/ε3δ2 boxes BT containing all tall items, such that each box B ∈ BT
just contains tall items with height h(B).
• There are at most 8/ε3δ2 boxes BV and one box V0 of height (1/3 + ε)OPT and width
(1− 2ε)W , containing all (sliced) vertical items.
• the free area in the boxes BH ∪BV ∪ {V0} is at least AREA(S) + (1− 2ε)(1/3 + ε)OPTW
5 Algorithm
The following Lemma states that we can find a packing of the items into a partition from Lemma
15 in polynomial time. We define boxes BH with size W × 2εOPT, BMH with size W × εOPT,
BMV with size 3εW/2 × (1/3 + ε)OPT and BV with size (1− 3ε/2)W × (1/3 + ε)OPT.
Lemma 16: Let a partition into boxes form Lemma 15 be given. There is an algorithm with
running time O(n log n+W (1/εδ)
O(1)
) that packs all the items in I into the boxes BL∪BH ∪BT ∪
BV ∪ {BH , BMH , BMV , BV } or decides that such packing does not exist.
We will prove this Lemma in 4 steps. First, we will show that the medium sized items can
be placed into their two boxes BMV and BMH . Then we will look at the horizontal items. After
that, we will focus on the vertical items. We will show that by placing horizontal and vertical
items, we leave enough free area to place small items. To place the tall items we use a result by
Nadiradze and Wiese [14]. By generating the packing, we can assume that ε ≤ 24.
Lemma 17: The set of medium sized horizontal items MH can be placed in a rectangular area
with width W and height εOPT. The set of medium sized horizontal items can be placed in a
rectangular area of width 3/2 · εW and height (1/3 + ε)OPT. The algorithm to place this items
has a running time of O(n log(n)).
Proof. We know that A(MH) ≤ f(ε)WOPT = ε/6 ·WOPT and for each i ∈MH we have that
wi ≤W . We know by [4] that if we pack these items with the NFDH algorithm into a strip with
width W the packing height is at most 2A(MH)/W + hmax ≤ (ε/3 + δ)OPT ≤ εOPT.
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The items in MV will be placed with the NFDH algorithm as well, but this time we rotate
the items and the packing area by 90 degree first. We now pack the rotated item into a strip
with width (1/3 + ε)OPT. Since the items have a total area of at most A(MV ) ≤ ε/6 ·WOPT
and all the items have a width of at most (1/3 + ε)OPT, [4] implies that we can place the
items in the strip, constructing a packing with height at most 2A(MV )/(1/3+ ε)OPT+hmax =
2εW/6(1/3 + ε) + δW = εW/(1 + 3ε) + δW ≤ 3/2 · εW .
This proves that we can place the medium sized items into the boxes BMH and BMV . We
will now see how the horizontal items are placed. The main idea is to place them in their boxes
with a linear programming approach as seen many times before. We will show that if BH is the
set of boxes obtained from the optimal packing, we can pack the items in H in BH ∪ {BH0}.
We use the fact that the items fractionally fit into the boxes. Here fractionally means, that we
just need to slice the items horizontally to find a valid packing in the boxes. When we pack the
items with the algorithm described in the proof, we will generate a constant number of boxes
for small items. Their area has at least the size of the area the small items in the boxes BH had
used before.
Lemma 18: There is a polynomial time algorithm that assigns all items in H into the boxes
BH ∪{BH} if there is a fractional packing of these items into the boxes BH . The algorithm needs
at most O((1/εδ)(1/δ))+O(n log(n)) operations. This algorithm generates at most 1/ε2δ2 Boxes
BS,H boxes for small items with total area at least AREA(BH)−AREA(H).
Proof. We use the fact that it is possible to place all horizontal items into the boxes. We know
this since all parts of the horizontal items are completely overlapped by the boxes. In the first
step, we do a linear grouping step to round the width of the horizontal items to at most 1/εδ
different widths. We do this by stacking all horizontal items on top of each other by ascending
width. This stack has a height of at most 1δOPT since each item has a width of at least δW ,
and the total area of horizontal items is at most WOPT. We now draw horizontal lines at each
multiple of εOPT and split each horizontal item which is cut by this line. The items between
two of this lines define a group of items. We have generated at most 1/εδ of these groups since
1
δOPT/(εOPT) = 1/εδ. We now round up the size of each item in each group to the size of the
largest item in its group. As seen in [12] we can place all rounded horizontal items fractionally
into the boxes except for the widest group. The widest group is placed in the extra box BH .
This last group has a total processing time of at most (ε+ µ)OPT.
To find an assignment of the horizontal items to the horizontal boxes we can solve the
following LP. A configuration C for a box B is a multi set of rounded items, whose summed
width does not exceed the width of the box B. We denote by C(w) the number of items with
width w contained in C. Since all the horizontal items have width at least δ each configuration
contains at most 1/δ items. Since we have at most 1/εδ different item widths we have at most
(1/εδ + 1)1/δ different configurations for each box. We denote by CB the set of configurations
for the box B. Let h(w) be the total height of all items with width w. For i ∈ {1, . . . , 1/εδ − 1}
let wi be the width of the items in group I. The configuration LP has now the following form
∑
B∈BH
∑
C∈CB
C(wi)xC,B = h(wi) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 1/εδ − 1}
∑
C∈CB
xC,B ≤ h(B) ∀B ∈ BH
xC,B ≥ 0 ∀B ∈ BH , C ∈ CB
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Since it is possible to place all horizontal items into the boxes this LP has a solution. This
LP has (1/εδ+1)1/δ · 1/εδ2 variables and 1/εδ+(1+2ε)/εδ2 conditions. So we can find a basic
solution, which has 1/εδ + (1 + 2ε)/εδ2 ≤ 2/εδ2 non zero components in at most O((1/εδ)1/δ )
operations. So in total we use at most 1/εδ + 1/εδ2 different configurations. We fill this config-
urations greedily with the original items, such that the topmost item is allowed to overlap the
configuration border. By an area argument one can see that it is possible to place all horizontal
items in this way.
Now in each configuration for each occurrence of an item size, we remove the last added item
from the configuration. Now the fill height of this configuration does not exceed the reserved
height of this configuration. All items we have removed form one configuration fit next to each
other in the strip, since the configuration was feasible. So we can place them next to each other
on top of the largest group of items into the box BH0. Since the items in H have height at
most µ we add per configuration a layer of height at most µ to the stack in the box. Since we
have at most 2/εδ2 configurations, the stack has a height of at most 2µ/εδ2+ ≤ ε − µ, since
µ ≤ ε2δ2/2 + 1 ≤ ε6δ2. Therefore, the total packing height in BH is at most 2ε.
The configurations we place into the boxes are placed such that they touch the left border
of the box. So it can happen that between the right border of the configuration and the right
border of the box is some free area. This free area builds a container for small items. Since we
have at most 1/εδ + (1 + 2ε)/εδ2 configurations and at most (1 + 2ε)/εδ2 boxes, there are at
most (2+4ε+ δ)/εδ2 ≤ 1/ε2δ2 boxes BS,H for small items. Since the solution to the LP satisfies
the first condition, the area used by the configurations is at most AREA(H). Therefore the
boxes have an area of at least AREA(BH)−AREA(H).
To place the vertical items we use the same strategy as to place the horizontal items. We
know from Lemma 14 that the vertical items can be fractionally placed in the boxes BV plus an
additional one with area (1 − 2ε)W × (1/3 + ε)OPT. Fractionally means here, that the items
are allowed to be sliced vertically.
Lemma 19: There is a polynomial time algorithm that places all vertical items into the boxes
BV ∪{BV }, if there is a fractional packing for these items into the boxes BV ∪{BV 0}. The algo-
rithm needs at most O((1/δ)1/εδ) operations. This procedure creates at most 9/(ε3δ2) container
BS,V for small items. The total area of the container BS,V is at least Area(BV ∪{BV })−Area(V ).
Proof. Consider all the boxes in BV . Each of this boxes B has a height h(B) and a width w(B).
We are interested in the total width of all boxes which have a specific height h. We denote
that width with wBV (h). Let HB := {iεδOPT|i = 1, . . . , 1/εδ} ∪ {iεOPT|i = 1, . . . , (1 + 5ε)/ε}
the set of different container heights (container with height > OPT are generated by pseudo
items and have a height, which is a multiple of εOPT). Let HI := {iε
kOPT|i = 1, . . . , 1/ε, k =
1, . . . , logε(δ) + 1} be the set of heights for vertical items. For each h in HI let wI(h) be the
width of all items in i ∈ V with height h. A configuration C is a multiset of item heights out
of HI . We denote by C(h) the number of items with height h contained in C and by h(C) the
sum of the item heights contained in C. Now consider the following linear program
∑
C∈C
C(h)xC = wI(h) ∀h ∈ HI
∑
C∈C
h(C)≥h
xC ≤
∑
h′∈HB,h′≥h
wBV h
′ ∀h ∈ HB
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xC can be interpreted as the width of the configuration C. With the first type of inequalities
we ensure that for each type of item height we have reserved enough area to place all of these
sliced items into the configurations. By the second type of inequalities we ensure that we
can place all configurations into the boxes. The variable xC defines the total width of the
configuration C. The LP has |HI | + |HB| ≤ 2/εδ inequalities and at most (|HI | + 1)
(1+5ε)/δ
configurations. So we can find a basic solution with at most 2/εδ non zero components in at
most O((k/ε2)2/δ) = O((1/ε)24/εδ) operations.
First, we sort the configuration by height and fill them greedily splitting the vertical jobs
if necessary, such that in each configuration in each contained size there are at most two split
items. Since each configuration has a height of at most (1+5ε)OPT, and the width of the vertical
items is at most µW , the total area of fractional packed items is at most 2(1+5ε)µ/εδ ·WOPT.
We put the configurations greedily into the boxes for vertical items, starting with the smallest
configuration size putting it into the smallest container, which height is large enough to contain
the configuration. By this packing, it can happen that some vertical items are again cut at
the container borders. Since we have at most 8/(ε3δ2) container, the total area of the so cut
items is at most 8µ/(ε3δ2) · WOPT. So the total area of the items jet to pack is at most
µ(2(1 + 5ε)ε2δ + 8)/(ε3δ2) ·WOPT ≤ (8 + 4ε3δ)µ/(ε3δ2)WOPT.
We are going to pack these items into the extra box BV 0. These box has a height of at
most (1/3 + ε)OPT. If we rotate this box and alt the fractional items by 90 degree, we can
use the FFDH algorithm to pack these items. The generated solution has a height of at most
(6·(8+4ε3δ)µ/(ε3δ2)+µ)W , since the generated packing uses at most 2AREA(I)+(µW )w area
to pack the items, where w is the width of the packing area, so in this case w > 1/3 ·OPT. Since
ε ≤ 1/25 we have (6 · (18 + 4ε3δ)µ/(ε3δ2) + µ)W ≤ ((6 · 8 + 25ε3δ)µ/(ε3δ2))W ≤ µ/2ε5δ2 ·W .
Since µ ≤ ε6δ2 the packing has a height of at most ǫ2W . We now rotate the items back and this
packing fits into the box of height (1/3 + 2ε)OPT and width ǫ2W . Combined with the box BV 0
this is a box with width (1− 3ε/2)W and height (1/3 + ε)OPT so it matches BV .
We place each configuration such that it touches the bottom of the box. It is possible that
there is some free area above an inserted configuration. This free area builds a container for
small items. Since we have at most 8/(ε3δ2) container in BV and at most 2/εδ configurations,
there are at most (8+ 2ε2δ)/(ε3δ2) ≤ 9/(ε3δ2) container created by this algorithm to assign the
vertical items to the container.
Since the basic solution to the linear program fulfils the equality
∑
C∈C C(h)xC = wI(h)∀h ∈
HI the configurations use exactly the area the items in V used in the original packing. Therefore,
the free area is at least Area(BV ∪ {BV })−Area(V ).
We now describe how to pack the small items. We place them into the boxes BS,H and
BS,V . Note that the boxes are also generated in the extra box for vertical items BV 0, which
has an area of (1 − 2ε)W × (1 + ε)OPT. The total area of the boxes for small items is at least
Area(BV ∪ {BV }) − Area(V ) + AREA(BH) − AREA(H). Therefore, by Lemma 15 it holds
that Area(BS,H ∪BS,V ) ≥ AREA(S)+ (1− 2ε)(1/3+ ε)OPTW , since the free area in the boxes
BH ∪BV ∪{V0} is at least AREA(S) + (1− 2ε)(1/3 + ε)OPTW . Since the vertical items do not
use more space in the packing than they had before, the area we can place small items in is at
least (1− 2ε)W × (1 + ε)OPT larger than the area of the small items.
Lemma 20: There is a polynomial algorithm, that places all small items into the boxes BS,H
and BS,V . The algorithm needs at most O(n log n+ 1/ε
3δ2) operations.
Proof. In BS,H and BS,V we have at most 10/ε
3δ2 boxes total. First, we discard all boxes which
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are smaller than µW × µOPT in one dimension. Each of this boxes has an area of at most
µOPTW .
We act differently for the boxes in BS,V and BS,H . The boxes in BS,V we fill with the NFDH
algorithm, the boxes in BS,H and the items to be filled in are first rotated by 90 degree and than
packed with the NFDH algorithm.
Assume we can not pack all the small items into the boxes. Let us consider a box B ∈ BS,V .
Let i be the first item, which was packed into B. We know that above the last item which is
packed we have a free strip of width w(B) and height at most µOPT. Let Bj be the j-th Strip
where the NFDH algorithm places items and let ij be the first item placed in this strip. We
know that the strip Bj contains a free area of at most (h(ij−i)−h(ij))w(B)+h(ij)µW . The last
strip Bk contains a free area of at most h(ik)w(B). So in total we have at most
∑k−1
j=0((h(ij−i)−
h(ij))w(B)+h(ij)µW )+h(ik)w(B) ≤ h(i0)w(B)+h(B)µW ≤ w(B)µOPT+µOPTW free space
in the used strips. So the total free space in the box B is at most 2w(B)µOPT + µOPTW ≤
3µOPTW if we use this box and µOPTW if not. Analogously for each box B ∈ BS,H we have
that the free area in each box is at most 2h(B)µW + µOPTW ≤ 3µOPTW if it is used to fill it
with items and at most µOPTW if not.
So the total free area in BS := BS,V ∪ BS,H is at most 30µ/ε
3δ2 ·OPTW . So if µ ≤ 1/ε5δ2
and ε ≤ 11 we have 30µ/ε3δ2 ·OPTW ≤ εOPTW ≤ 16OPTW . But if we have at most
1
6OPTW
free area in the boxes BS , the paced small items have an area of at least A(S) + (1/3 + ε)OPT ·
(1− 2ε)W − 16OPTW ≥ A(S). Which is a contradiction to the assumption that there are some
small items we could not place.
To place the tall items we use the dynamic program described by Nadiradze and Wise (see
Lemma 6.1 in [14] ).
Lemma 21 ([14]): Given a set of bins B1, . . . , BK with integral capacities w(Bj) and a set of
n items, each being characterized by a size ai ∈ N. Let N˜ :=
∑
j w(Bj). There is an algorithm
with running time (nN˜)O(k) that determines whether there is an assignment of the n items to
the k bins such that each bin Bj is assigned items with a total size of at most w(Bj).
For each item size in the tall items, we have O(1/ε3δ2) boxes. The total width of all tall
items is at most 3W . So for a given set of boxes for tall items we can find in (nW )O(1/ε
3δ2)
operations a packing of the tall items into the boxes, or decide that such a packing does not
exist.
All the described algorithms to place items have a running time of at most (nW )O(1/ε
3δ2).
So we can find a placement of the items in I into a given box partition with at most (1+ 2ε)/δ2
boxes for large items, (1 + 2ε)/εδ2 boxes for horizontal items, O(1/ε3δ2) boxes for tall items
containing just items with the same height, and O(1/ε3δ2) boxes for vertical items in at most
(nW )O(1/ε
3δ2) operations.
Let us summarize what the current packing looks like (see figure 1): We have stretched the
optimal packing area, such that it has a height of (1 + 5ε)OPT. We have an extra box H0 for
horizontal items, which has height 2εOPT and width W . We place this box exactly above the
packing area of height (1+5ε)OPT. For the medium sized items, we have introduced two boxes.
One has height εOPT and can be placed above the box for horizontal items. The other has
height (1/3 + ε)OPT and width (3ε/2)W . We will place this box next to the extra boxes for
vertical items, which has height (1/3 + ε)OPT and width (1 − 3ε/2)W . So the total height of
the current packing is (4/3+9ε)OPT. So if we substitute ε with ε′ := ε/9 the simplified packing
has a height of at most (4/3 + ε)OPT.
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Algorithm 1 Given: W , I, ε > 0 with 1/ε ∈ N≥2
set ε′ := min{ε/9, 1/24}
try a value for OPT
find the corresponding values for δ and µ.
for each position for the items in L do
for each size and position of the horizontal boxes do
compute the boxes BT∪V
for each possible choice to position tall items on the box borders do
for each partition of the boxes BT∪V into the boxes BV and BT do
find for this guessed partition a packing for the items I if possible.
The algorithm works as follows: First we set ε′ := min{ε/9, 1/24}. After that we have
to find the height of the optimal packing OPT with a binary search framework, which takes
O(log(OPT)) steps. Now we find the correct values for δ and µ and round the items in T ∪V ∪L.
This can be done in O(n/ε). Now we guess the structure of the packing. For this we have to
guess the position of the large items ((W/εδ)1/δ
2
possibilities), the position of the horizontal items
(W 2/εδ possibilities) and the position and width of the boxes for tall items (W 2|BT | possibilities).
Since δ ≥ εO(2
1/ε) the structure of the packing can be guessed within W 1/ε
O(21/ε)
operations.
For each of the guessed partitions, we try with the algorithm from Lemma 16 if we can place
the items in I into that partition. If not, we try an other partition, if yes we try a smaller
value for OPT. The total running time is therefore bounded by log(OPT) · (nW )1/ε
O(21/ε)
. If
we approximate OPT within range (1 + ε) we have to scale ε′ by a constant factor and get a
running time of (nW )1/ε
O(21/ε)
.
6 Conclusion
We have reduced the upper bound of the approximation ratio for strip packing with pseudo
polynomial processing time to (4/3 + ε). This reduced the bound by 2/30 ≈ 0.07 compared to
the previous best algorithm. But there is still a large gap to the lower bound of 54OPT. To
match this lower bound no item, which has a height which is larger than 54OPT is allowed to be
placed outside the packing area. We believe, an algorithm with approximation ratio (54 +ε)OPT
should be possible.
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